
Celebrity  Couple  Jay-Z  and
Beyonce Dance to ‘Formation’
at Grammys Afterparty

By Jasmine Igwegbe
Relationships are much like dancing! Celebrity couple Jay-Z
and Beyonce were caught in the corner alone dancing at the
Absolut Elyx House in Hollywood Hills, for the Grammy Awards
afterparty hosted by Mark Ronson. According to UsMagazine.com,
this pair presented “a rare moment of affection when they
grooved  together  in  a  secluded  area  of  the  party.”  When
Beyonce’s new single “Formation” played, they continued to
dance together where Jay displayed his genuine kool-aid smile
while singing along to every word with a cigar in one hand.
This celebrity relationship shows how much joy dancing can
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bring to a relationship.

This celebrity couple were getting
down on the dance floor! What are
some  ways  dancing  can  add  an
important  element  to  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice: 

There  are  common  factors  both  a  relationship  and  dancing
carry. Cupid has some advice on how dancing is an important
element to your relationship:

1. Dancing involves leading: An important rule in dancing is
that one person must lead. Leading allows one to keep the
routine stable, giving rhythm, and direction. This can tie in
with relationships because you should be mindful of everything
and give signs of what you want and how you want it done. Guys
who are shy and are afraid to lead usually never make it to
the next step with a girl in a relationship; this can go both
ways though.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Jay-Z & Beyonce Open Grammy’s
with ‘Drunk in Love’ Performance

2. Traditional roles: In our culture it is the norm for men to
lead, while it’s the woman’s responsibility is to make it
worth it. She follows your lead and turns it into something
beautiful. Leading correctly results in a beautiful partner
who does what’s in your favor. Of course, it doesn’t always
have to be male/female based. There are many variations of
this concept!

Related Link: Beyoncé and Jay Z Lock Lips at MTV Video Music
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Awards

3. Knowing when you misstep: When dancing, it is important to
address  a  misstep  to  avoid  sabotaging  your  routine.  In
relationships,  you  should  be  able  to  identify  when  your
relationship is having a fall out and act in response to fix
it. This can lead toward a healthy relationship.

What do you believe are some other ways dancing can add an
important touch to your relationship? Share your thoughts with
us below!
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